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Cyber Advisory

ADVISORY PAPER

ADFS TO AZURE AD

APPLICATION MIGRATION

Migrate seamlessly from Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) to Azure Active Directory

(Azure AD) with a simplified approach.

Whilst ADFS remains a popular choice for many, the costs of maintaining infrastructure are high and the

exposure of internal systems to the internet leave users at risk. With additional features such as

password hash synchronisation, pass-through authentication, seamless single sign-on and more from

Azure AD, there has never been a better time to consider a switch.

The straightforward solution is to utilise Azure AD’s powerful functionality and famed advanced threat

protection features, however, many organisations are unsure of how to get started.

ITC Secure’s ADFS to Azure AD application migration service simplifies the transition and provides

organisations with the confidence of how to begin. Throughout the migration journey businesses can tap

into Azure AD’s many features, improve their overall security, and create a roadmap for transformative

security goals.
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Smooth & Controlled Transition

• Minimal disruption for end users

• Staged Azure to Azure AD as the identity provider

• Defederation of ADFS

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

ITC Secure assists organisations with their migration from ADFS to Azure AD, unlocking the many security and

identity management features available. The service has been developed to ensure minimum disruption for end

users, and begins with an information-gathering workshop with key stakeholders. The result is the introduction of

robust authentication measures, stronger security, and a view of potential follow-up requirements – opening the door

for a truly transformational security journey.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

WHY ITC
ITC Secure is an advisory-led cyber security services company.

We have a 25+ year track record of delivering business-critical services to over 300 blue-chip organisations - bringing

together the best minds in security, a relentless focus on customer service and advanced technological expertise to

help businesses succeed.

With our integrated delivery model, proprietary platform and customer-first mindset, we work as an extension of your

team throughout your cyber journey and always think not only about you, but also your customers and the reputation

of your brand.

ITC Secure is headquartered in London, UK. With a dynamic balance of the best in people, technology and

governance, we make cyber resilience your competitive advantage.
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Introduce seamless 

single sign-on and 

Azure MFA

Enhanced security 

via Azure AD’s 

powerful features

Keep pace with 

threats, competitors, 

and wider security 

ambitions

A simplified 

migration with 

minimal disruption

Enhanced Security

• Better security, identity & response capabilities 

• Enjoy features such as password hash sync

• Seamless single sign-on and Azure MFA

Roadmap for Further Migration & Automation

• Documentation of work completed

• Proposed priorities for any follow-on work

• Map out your security journey


